Eagle FPS/CmPS at North JH and Apollo HS is proud to announce the results of the 2020 Virtual State Future Problem Solving Competition...

This year, future problem solvers across the state of Minnesota rallied to make their competition happen! Putting what they have learned into action, competitors overcame not only physical separation from teammates, but also technology glitches and overloaded networks to compete together. Their competition topic this year was LIVING IN POVERTY. The topic for the International FPS Competition this June is TERRAFORMING. WAY TO GO, EAGLES!!

SENIOR DIVISION GIPS TEAM:
Placed just out of TOP 5 in the toughest division in the state!!
Apollo HS/North JH team members: Grace Fischer, Bangaly Kaba, Nathan Nichelson

SENIOR DIVISION GIPS INDIVIDUAL:
Paige Christiansen, Apollo HS - STATE CHAMPION!!

MIDDLE DIVISION SCENARIO WRITING:
Bangaly Kaba, Apollo HS - 2nd place!!

MIDDLE DIVISION GIPS TEAM:
STATE CHAMPION - Middle Novice Division!!
North JH team members: Fatuma Hassan, Ifrah Aden, Anesa Hussein

JUNIOR DIVISION GIPS TEAM:
3rd place - Junior Novice Division!!
North JH team members: Quynn Meister, Keira Alexander

CONGRATULATIONS to all of our Eagle FPS/CmPS’ers!! Your coaches are SO proud of you!!!

MOVING ON TO THE 2020 Virtual International FPS Competition are...
Paige Christiansen (Apollo HS) as a Senior Division GIPS Individual. (pictured right)
Nathan Nichelson (North JH) as a Middle Division MAGIC participant.
Bangaly Kaba (Apollo HS) as a Middle Division MAGIC participant AND in the Scenario Writing competition for his scenario entitled - "PRESS ANY BUTTON TO START".

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING PROGRAM - - Check out the Minnesota FPS website (www.mnfpsp.org) or the FPS Program International website (www.fpspi.org). Eagle FPS/CmPS Coaches are Ms. Doyle, Ms. Hermanson, and Mr. Tom. Please email eaglemmps@isd742.org about the EAGLE FPS/CmPS Program at North JH & Apollo HS.